The present disclosure provides a network locking method for a wireless terminal, comprising: a front-end network-locking module sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request. The wireless terminal locally reads hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, encrypts the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and sends the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal; a second data processing terminal signs the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate; the first data processing terminal performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.
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S10

a front-end network-locking module sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request

S20

a back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate

S30

the front-end network-locking module performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations

Fig. 2

S21

decrypting the locking certificate using a softdog private key to get the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal

S22

encrypting a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using the softdog private key to generate a signed locking certificate
Fig. 3

S31. The wireless terminal requests the front-end network-locking module to transmit the signed locking certificate, according to the request received from the front-end network-locking module to lock using a locking certificate.

S32. A network-locking unit of the wireless terminal decrypts the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get the plaintext of the hardware feature information.

S33. The wireless terminal judges whether the hardware feature information decrypted from the signed locking certificate is consistent with the local hardware feature information.

S34. Whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data?

S35. No, returning a response message about denying locking operations to the front-end network-locking module and ending the locking process.

S36. Yes, returning a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module.

S37. No, verifying the locking data and performing locking operations after the verification is passed.

S38. The front-end network-locking module sends the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from the network-locking unit, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.
Fig. 5

**S41**

A first data processing terminal sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request. The wireless terminal locally reads hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, encrypts the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and sends the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal.

**S42**

A second data processing terminal signs the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate.

**S43**

The first data processing terminal performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.
NETWORK LOCKING METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR WIRELESS TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the network-locking technical field of wireless terminals, and more particularly, to a network locking method and a network locking system for a wireless terminal.

BACKGROUND

With the development of mobile communication technologies, the competition among operators becomes increasingly fierce. To attract clients, most operators often provide a wireless terminal to a user at a low price or free and meanwhile restrain this wireless terminal to use the network service provided by themselves only through a network-locking technology, thereby making profits.

Generally, the locking process of a wireless terminal needs to use a softdog, which stores a private key to encrypt the locking data, while the public key is stored in the wireless terminal. The network-locking operations of wireless terminals basically are finished on a production line; however, outfield test often needs to perform network-locking function testing too. Since the network-locking function testing cannot be performed without a softdog, outfield testers need to carry a softdog or email the softdog to the front end, this not only increases the network-locking cost, but probably could bring a great risk to the network-locking security of wireless terminals due to the loss of softdog caused by the improper storage at the front end.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present disclosure mainly aim at providing a network locking method and a network locking system for a wireless terminal, so as to reduce the security risk caused by outfield test and locking operations from operators and post-sale service agents while reducing cost.

In view of the above, an embodiment of the present disclosure provides a network locking method for a wireless terminal, including:

- a front-end network-locking module sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request;
- a back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate;
- the front-end network-locking module performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

Preferably, the step that the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request may include:

- the wireless terminal reads locally hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, encrypts the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate and returns the locking certificate to the front-end network-locking module.

Preferably, the step that a back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate may include:

- decrypting the locking certificate using a softdog private key to get the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal;
- encrypting a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using a softdog private key to generate a signed locking certificate.

Preferably, the step that a back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate may further include:

- encrypting locking data using a softdog private key and inserting a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate.

Preferably, the step that the front-end network-locking module performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations may include:

- the wireless terminal requests the front-end network-locking module to transmit the signed locking certificate, according to the request received from the front-end network-locking module to lock using a locking certificate;
- after receiving the signed locking certificate, the wireless terminal checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if so, the wireless terminal verifies the locking data and performs locking operations after the verifying is passed;
- otherwise, the wireless terminal returns a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module;
- the front-end network-locking module sends the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from a network-locking unit, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

Preferably, before the wireless terminal checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data, the method may further include:

- the wireless terminal decrypts the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get a plaintext of hardware feature information;
- the wireless terminal judges whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with local hardware feature information; if so, the wireless terminal checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; otherwise, the wireless terminal returns a response about denying locking operations and ends the locking process.

An embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a network locking system for a wireless terminal, including: a front-end network-locking module, a back-end network-locking module and a terminal execution unit, wherein the terminal execution unit can be viewed as a wireless terminal during the specific implementation of hardware;

- the front-end network-locking module is configured to send a locking certificate generation request to the terminal execution unit;
- the back-end network-locking module is configured to sign the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate;
- the front-end network-locking module is further configured to perform communication interaction with the terminal execution unit, to send the signed locking certificate to the terminal execution unit for the terminal execution unit to perform locking operations;
- the terminal execution unit includes a locking certificate processing unit, which is configured to generate a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request;
a network-locking unit, which is configured to perform communication interaction with the front-end network-locking module and to perform locking operations according to the signed locking certificate.

Preferably, the locking certificate processing unit may be configured to read locally hardware feature information which can identify the terminal execution unit uniquely, to encrypt the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and to return the locking certificate to the front-end network-locking module.

Preferably, the back-end network-locking module may be configured to decrypt the locking certificate using a softdog private key to get the hardware feature information of the terminal execution unit, and to encrypt a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the terminal execution unit using a softdog private key to generate a signed locking certificate.

Preferably, the back-end network-locking module may be configured to encrypt the locking data using a softdog private key and to insert a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate.

Preferably, the network-locking unit may be configured to receive a request from the front-end network-locking module to lock using a locking certificate and request the front-end network-locking module to transmit the signed locking certificate; after receiving the signed locking certificate, check whether the signed locking certificate contains the locking data; if so, verify the locking data and perform locking operations after the verifying is passed; otherwise, return a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module;

the front-end network-locking module may further be configured to send the locking data to the terminal execution unit according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from the network-locking unit, for the terminal execution unit to perform locking operations.

Preferably, the network-locking unit may further be configured to decrypt the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get a plaintext of hardware feature information, and judge whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with local hardware feature information; if so, check whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; otherwise, return a response about denying locking operations and end the locking process.

While performing processing, the front-end network-locking module, the back-end network-locking module, the locking certificate processing unit and the network-locking unit may be realized adopting a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

Compared with the conventional art, the embodiment of the present disclosure divides the network-locking operation into a front end part and a back end part; the front-end network-locking module is configured to generate a locking certificate and to perform locking operations, while the back-end network-locking module is configured to digitally sign the locking certificate. During out-field testing, a front-end tester first uses the front-end network-locking module and the wireless terminal to be locked with a network to generate a locking certificate, and then sends the generated locking certificate to the back end (company or home), then the back-end personnel uses the back-end network-locking module and the softdog to sign the locking certificate, and then sends the signed locking certificate to the front-end tester; next, the front-end tester uses the front-end network-locking module to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal to perform locking operations. With this scheme, there is no need to send a softdog to the front end. This scheme not only can reduce cost, but also can greatly reduce the security risk brought to network locking by out-field testing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a network locking method for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of the step that a back-end network-locking module generates a signed locking certificate according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of the step that a wireless terminal performs locking operations according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of a network locking system for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a network locking method for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure; and

FIG. 6 is a structure diagram of a network locking system for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The technical scheme of the present disclosure is described below in further detail in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments. It should be understood that specific embodiments described below are only to illustrate the present disclosure, but to limit the present disclosure.

Referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of the present disclosure provides a network locking method for a wireless terminal, including the following steps:

Step S10: a front-end network-locking module sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request.

Step S20: a back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate. In the embodiment of the present disclosure, after the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate, a user can transmit, through email or copying, the locking certificate to a data processing terminal where the back-end network-locking module is located. After the back-end network-locking module generates a signed locking certificate, the user can transmit, through email or copying, the signed locking certificate to a data processing terminal where the front-end network-locking module is located, which then transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal.

Step S30: the front-end network-locking module performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations. In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the front-end network-locking module can send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal according to a request sent by the wireless terminal, and send, according to a response message about allowing locking operations fed back by the
wireless terminal, locking data to the wireless terminal for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the front-end network-locking module can be locking software loaded in a personal computer or other data processing terminals; the personal computer can be carried by an outfield tester.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the back-end network-locking module can be locking software loaded in a computer or other data processing terminals, and the computer is placed in the company, tester’s home or a place selected by the tester. If the front end and the back end have a short distance therebetween, the back-end network-locking module and the front-end network-locking module can be loaded in one same computer.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, network-locking software can be loaded in the wireless terminal, wherein the network-locking software at least includes a locking certificate processing unit and a network-locking unit. The locking certificate processing unit holds responsibility for the generation of locking certificate and the verification of certificate validity, while network-locking unit holds responsibility for locking and unlocking operations. It should be noted that in the embodiment of the present disclosure the network-locking software in the wireless terminal and the back-end network-locking module, the front-end network-locking module can belong to one kind of software, or can be independent software.

The embodiment of the present disclosure divides the network-locking operation into a front end part and a back end part; the front-end network-locking module is configured to generate a locking certificate and to perform locking operations, while the back-end network-locking module is configured to digitally sign the locking certificate. During outfieltesting, a front-end tester first uses the front-end network-locking module and the wireless terminal to be locked with a network to generate a locking certificate, and then sends the generated locking certificate to the back end (company or home), then the back-end network-locking module signs the locking certificate and then sends the signed locking certificate to a data processing terminal where the front-end network-locking module is located; next, the front-end network-locking module sends the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal to perform locking operations. With this scheme, there is no need to send a softdog to the front end. This scheme not only can reduce cost, but also can greatly reduce the security risk brought to network locking by outfieltesting.

Referring to FIG. 2, in a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure, step S20 includes:

Step S21: decrypting the locking certificate using a softdog private key to get hardware feature information of the wireless terminal.

Step S22: encrypting a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using a softdog private key to generate a signed locking certificate.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the softdog is set in the back-end network-locking module, so that the sign of the locking certificate is finished at the company or a place specified by the tester only, without the outfieltesting carrying the softdog or emailing the encrypted softdog to the front end, thus, the network locking cost is reduced and the risk due to the loss of softdog caused by the improper storage at the front end is avoided.

Further, in a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure, step S30 further includes:

 encrypting locking data using a softdog private key and inserting a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate. By encrypting locking data through a softdog communicating with the back-end network-locking module, the embodiment of the present disclosure further guarantees the security performance of the locking data and improves the security level of outfieltesting.

Referring to FIG. 3, in a preferred embodiment, step S30 further includes:

Step S31: the wireless terminal requests the front-end network-locking module to transmit the signed locking certificate, according to the request received from the front-end network-locking module to lock using a locking certificate.

Step S32: a network-locking unit of the wireless terminal decrypts the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get the plaintext of the hardware feature information.

Step S33: the wireless terminal judges whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with the local hardware feature information; if so, step S34 is executed; otherwise, step S35 is executed and the wireless terminal returns a response about denying locking operations and ends the locking process.

Step S34: after receiving the signed locking certificate, the wireless terminal checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if not, step S36 is executed; otherwise, step S37 is executed and the wireless terminal verifies the locking data and performs locking operations after the verification is passed.

Step S36: the wireless terminal returns a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module.

Step S38: the front-end network-locking module sends the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from the network-locking unit, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

In the embodiment of the present disclosure, after the back-end network-locking module finishes signing the locking certificate, the front-end network-locking module sends to the wireless terminal a request to lock using a locking certificate; after receiving the request, the wireless terminal requests the locking certificate from the front-end network-locking module, then the front-end network-locking module transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to decrypt. The wireless terminal can decrypt the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get the plaintext of the hardware feature information, and compare the hardware feature information with the hardware feature information locally stored; if the hardware feature information is consistent, the wireless terminals returns a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module, which then sends the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message; and then the wireless terminal performs locking operations.

The embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a network-locking system for a wireless terminal, which can be used to implement the above method, to solve the technical problem existing in the related art and achieve all benefits mentioned in the above method. Referring to FIG. 4, in a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure, the network-locking system includes a front-end network-locking module 10, a back-end network-locking module 20 and a wireless terminal 30, wherein the front-end network-locking module 10 is configured to send a locking certificate generation request to the wireless terminal 30;
the back-end network-locking module 20 is configured to sign a locking certificate to generate a signed locking certificate;
the front-end network-locking module 10 is further configured to perform communication interaction with the wireless terminal 30 to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30 for the wireless terminal 30 to perform locking operations;
the wireless terminal 30 includes:
a locking certificate processing unit 31, which is configured to generate the locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request;
a network-locking unit 32, which is configured to perform communication interaction with the front-end network-locking module and to perform locking operations according to the signed locking certificate.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the front-end network-locking module 10 can be locking software loaded in a personal computer or other data processing terminals; the personal computer can be carried by an outfield tester. During outfield testing, the locking software sends a locking certificate generation request to the wireless terminal 30.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, network-locking software can be loaded in the wireless terminal 30, wherein the network-locking software at least includes a locking certificate processing unit 31 and a network-locking unit 32. The locking certificate processing unit 31 holds responsibility for the generation of locking certificate and the verification of certificate validity, while network-locking unit 32 holds responsibility for locking and unlocking operations. After receiving a locking certificate generation request sent by the front-end network-locking module 10, the locking certificate processing unit 31 reads from the wireless terminal 30 the hardware feature information (for example, hardware ID or International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) number and the like) which can identify the wireless terminal 30 uniquely, and then encrypts it using an encryption public key to generate a locking certificate. It should be noted that in the embodiment of the present disclosure the network-locking software in the wireless terminal 30 and the back-end network-locking module 20, the front-end network-locking module 10 can belong to one kind of software, or can be independent software compatible with each other.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the back-end network-locking module 20 can be locking software loaded in a computer or other data processing terminals, and this computer is placed in the company, tester’s home or a place selected by the tester. In the embodiment of the present disclosure, after the wireless terminal 30 generates a locking certificate, the front-end network-locking module 10 can save the locking certificate as a file form; a user can transmit, through email or copying and the like, the locking certificate to the back-end network-locking module 20 via a data processing terminal loaded with the front-end network-locking module 10. After the back-end network-locking module 20 generates a signed locking certificate, the user can transmit, through email or copying and the like, the signed locking certificate to a data processing terminal where the front-end network-locking module 10 is located, which then transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the locking certificate is signed by the back-end network-locking module 20, then a user transmits, through email or copying and the like, the signed locking certificate to a data processing terminal where the front-end network-locking module 10 is located; then the front-end network-locking module 10 transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30 to perform locking operations. With this scheme, there is no need to send a softdog to the front end. This scheme not only can reduce cost, but also can greatly reduce the security risk brought to network locking by outfield testing.
In a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure, the back-end network-locking module 20 is configured to:
decrypt the locking certificate using a softdog private key to get hardware feature information of the wireless terminal;
encrypt a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using a softdog private key to generate a signed locking certificate.
Further, the back-end network-locking module 20 is configured to encrypt locking data using a softdog private key and to insert a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate. By encrypting locking data through a softdog communicating with the back-end network-locking module, the embodiment of the present disclosure further guarantees the security performance of the locking data and improves the security level of outfield testing.
Further, the network-locking unit 32 is configured to:
receive a request from the front-end network-locking module 10 to lock using a locking certificate and request the front-end network-locking module 10 to transmit the signed locking certificate;
after receiving the signed locking certificate, check whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if so, verify the locking data and perform locking operations after the verification is passed;
otherwise, return a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module 10.
The front-end network-locking module 10 is further configured to send the locking data to the wireless terminal 30 according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from the network-locking unit 32, for the wireless terminal 30 to perform locking operations.
The front-end network-locking module 10 is further configured to send to the wireless terminal 30 a request to lock using a locking certificate, to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30 according to the feedback from the wireless terminal 30 for the wireless terminal 30 to decrypt, and to send locking data to the wireless terminal 30 according to a response message of allowing locking operations fed back from the wireless terminal 30. For example, in the embodiment of the present disclosure, after the back-end network-locking module 20 signs the locking certificate, the front-end network-locking module 10 sends to the wireless terminal 30 a request to lock using a locking certificate; after receiving the request, the wireless terminal 30 requests the locking certificate from the front-end network-locking module 10, then the front-end network-locking module 10 transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30, for the wireless terminal 30 to decrypt. The wireless terminal 30 can decrypt the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get the plaintext of the hardware feature information, and compare the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate with the local hardware feature information; if the hardware feature information is consistent, the wireless terminal 30 returns a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module 10; then the front-end network-locking module 10 sends the locking data to the wireless terminal 30 according to the response message, for the wireless terminal 30 to perform locking operations.
In the embodiment of the present disclosure, the network-locking unit 32 is further configured to:

decrypt the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get the plaintext of the hardware feature information;

judge whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with the local hardware feature information; if so, check whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; otherwise, return a response about denying locking operations and end the locking process.

In a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure, the working process of the network locking system for a wireless terminal includes the following steps:

first, the front-end network-locking module 10 sends a locking certificate generation request to the wireless terminal 30;

then, the wireless terminal 30 reads hardware feature information and decrypts the hardware feature information using a locking public key saved locally to generate a locking certificate;

the wireless terminal 30 returns the generated locking certificate to the front-end network-locking module 10;

the front-end network-locking module 10 sends the locking certificate to the back-end network-locking module 20;

the back-end network-locking module 20 decrypts the locking certificate using a soflog private key to get the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal 30;

the back-end network-locking module 20 encrypts a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal 30 using a soflog private key, to generate a signed locking certificate and to send it to the front-end network-locking module 10;

the front-end network-locking module 10 sends to the wireless terminal 30 a request to lock using a locking certificate;

the locking certificate processing unit 31 of the wireless terminal 30 requests a locking certificate from the front-end network-locking module 10;

the front-end network-locking module 10 transmits the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal 30;

the wireless terminal 30 decrypts the locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get a plaintext of the hardware feature information;

the wireless terminal 30 verifies whether the hardware feature information decrypted from the certificate is consistent with the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal 30 itself; if not, the wireless terminal 30 returns a response message about denying locking operations to the front-end network-locking module 10 and ends the locking process; otherwise, the wireless terminal 30 checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if not, the wireless terminal 30 returns a response message about allowing locking operations to the front-end network-locking module 10; otherwise, the front-end network-locking module 10 sends the locking data to the wireless terminal 30;

the wireless terminal 30 verifies the locking data and performs locking operations after the verification is passed;

the wireless terminal 30 returns an unlock code and a locking success indication to the front-end network-locking module 10.

FIG. 5 shows a flow chart of a network locking method for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure. The network locking method for a wireless terminal includes the following steps:

Step S41: a first data processing terminal sends a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and the wireless terminal generates a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request. The wireless terminal locally reads hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, encrypts the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and sends the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal.

S42: the second data processing terminal signs the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate.

S43: the first data processing terminal performs communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

FIG. 6 shows a structure diagram of a network locking system for a wireless terminal according to a preferred embodiment of the present disclosure. The network locking system for a wireless terminal 30, includes a first data processing terminal 10′ and a second data processing terminal 20′. The wireless terminal 30 performs communication interaction with the first data processing terminal 10′ and the second data processing terminal 20′. The first data processing terminal 10′ is configured to send a locking certificate generation request to the wireless terminal 30.

The second data processing terminal 20′ is configured to sign the locking certificate, which is generated by the wireless terminal 30 in response to the locking certificate generation request and received from the wireless terminal 30, to generate a signed locking certificate.

The first data processing terminal 10′ is further configured to perform communication interaction with the wireless terminal 30, to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal 20′ to the wireless terminal 30 for the wireless terminal 30 to perform locking operation.

The wireless terminal 30 includes a locking certificate processing unit 31 and a network-locking unit 32.

The locking certificate processing unit 31 is configured to generate the locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request.

The network-locking unit 32 is configured to perform communication interaction with the first data processing terminal 10′ and to perform locking operations according to the signed locking certificate.

The locking certificate processing unit 31 is configured to read locally hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal 30 uniquely, to encrypt the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and to send the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal 20′.

The above are the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure one and are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

Compared with the conventional art, the embodiment of the present disclosure divides the network-locking operation into a front-end part and a back-end part; the front-end network-locking module is configured to generate a locking certificate and to perform locking operations, while the back-end network-locking module is configured to digitally sign the locking certificate. During outfield testing, a front-end tester first uses the front-end network-locking module and the wireless terminal to be locked with a network.
generate a locking certificate, and then sends the generated locking certificate to the back end (company or home), then the back-end personnel uses the back-end network-locking module and the softdog to sign the locking certificate, and then sends the signed locking certificate to the front-end tester; next, the front-end tester uses the front-end network-locking module to send the signed locking certificate to the wireless terminal to perform locking operations. With this scheme, there is no need to send a softdog to the front end. This scheme not only can reduce cost, but also can greatly reduce the security risk brought to network locking by out-field testing.

What is claimed is:

1. A network locking method for a wireless terminal, comprising:
   - sending, by a first data processing terminal, a locking certificate generation request to a wireless terminal, and generating, by the wireless terminal, a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request;
   - signing, by a second data processing terminal, the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate;
   - performing, by the first data processing terminal, communication interaction with the wireless terminal to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal to the wireless terminal, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations,

wherein the step of generating, by the wireless terminal, a locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request comprises:

- reading locally, by the wireless terminal, hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, encrypting the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and sending the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal.

2. The network locking method for a wireless terminal according to claim 1, wherein the step of signing, by a second data processing terminal, the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate comprises:

- decrypting the locking certificate using a private key of an encryption lock to get the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal; and
- encrypting a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using the private key of the encryption lock to generate a signed locking certificate.

3. The network locking method for a wireless terminal according to claim 2, wherein the step of signing, by a second data processing terminal, the locking certificate received from the wireless terminal to generate a signed locking certificate further comprises:

- encrypting locking data using the private key of the encryption lock and inserting a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate.

4. The network locking method for a wireless terminal according to claim 1, wherein the step of performing communication interaction with the wireless terminal, by the first data processing terminal, to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal to the wireless terminal for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations comprises:

- requesting, by the wireless terminal, the first data processing terminal to transmit the signed locking certificate, according to the request received from the first data processing terminal to lock using a locking certificate;
- after receiving the signed locking certificate, checking, by the wireless terminal, whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if so, verifying the locking data and performing locking operations after the verifying is passed; otherwise, returning a response message about allowing locking operations to the first data processing terminal; sending, by the first data processing terminal, the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from a network-locking unit, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

5. The network locking method for a wireless terminal according to claim 4, further comprising: before the wireless terminal checks whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data, decrypting, by the wireless terminal, the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get a plaintext of hardware feature information; judging whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with local hardware feature information; if so, checking whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; otherwise, returning a response about denying locking operations and ending the locking process.

6. A network locking system for a wireless terminal, comprising:

- a first data processing terminal and a second data processing terminal;
- the wireless terminal for performing communication interaction with the first data processing terminal and the second data processing terminal, wherein the first data processing terminal is configured to send a locking certificate generation request to the wireless terminal;
- the second data processing terminal is configured to sign the locking certificate, which is generated by the wireless terminal in response to the locking certificate generation request and received from the wireless terminal, to generate a signed locking certificate;
- the first data processing terminal is further configured to perform communication interaction with the wireless terminal, to send the signed locking certificate received from the second data processing terminal to the wireless terminal for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations;

the wireless terminal comprises:

- a locking certificate processing unit, which is configured to generate the locking certificate according to the locking certificate generation request;
- a network-locking unit, which is configured to perform communication interaction with the first data processing terminal and to perform locking operations according to the signed locking certificate, wherein the locking certificate processing unit is configured to read locally hardware feature information which can identify the wireless terminal uniquely, to encrypt the hardware feature information using a locking public key locally saved to generate a locking certificate, and to send the locking certificate to the second data processing terminal.

7. The network locking system for a wireless terminal according to claim 6, wherein the second data processing terminal is configured to decrypt the locking certificate using
a private key of an encryption lock to get the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal, and to encrypt a plaintext of the hardware feature information of the wireless terminal using the private key of the encryption lock to generate a signed locking certificate.

8. The network locking system for a wireless terminal according to claim 7, wherein the second data processing terminal is configured to encrypt locking data using the private key of the encryption lock and to insert a ciphertext into the signed locking certificate.

9. The network locking system for a wireless terminal according to claim 6, wherein the network-locking unit is configured to: receive a request from the first data processing terminal to lock using a locking certificate and request the first data processing terminal to transmit the signed locking certificate; after receiving the signed locking certificate, check whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; if so, verify the locking data and perform locking operations after the verifying is passed; otherwise, return a response message about allowing locking operations to the first data processing terminal;

the first data processing terminal is further configured to send the locking data to the wireless terminal according to the response message about allowing locking operations fed back from the network-locking unit, for the wireless terminal to perform locking operations.

10. The network locking system for a wireless terminal according to claim 9, wherein the network-locking unit is further configured to: decrypt the signed locking certificate using a locking public key locally saved to get a plaintext of hardware feature information, and judge whether the hardware feature information in the signed locking certificate is consistent with local hardware feature information; if so, check whether the signed locking certificate contains locking data; otherwise, return a response about denying locking operations and end the locking process.